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INTRODUCTION

Nicole Lee, founder of Nicole Lee Consulting, has committed her professional life to the pursuit
of equity and inclusion in social and professional arenas. A frequent speaker and teacher in
corporate, non-profit, and educational settings, Nicole’s message is one that pushes—and
empowers—audiences to embrace the difficult conversations that create change.

Nicole addresses contemporary issues and the context and history in which they are rooted.
With an eye on international, domestic, and community concerns, Nicole helps audiences
understand how each individual can make daily choices that impact the greater world.

In this speaking and press kit you will find all of the information you need to book Nicole for your
next workshop or speaking event, including:

● Signature Workshops
● Bio and Headshot
● Contact Information
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SIGNATURE WORKSHOPS

In building equitable culture, your organization strives to make change in a society built on the
foundations of white supremacy and racial disparity. Nicole’s messages will enliven your
audiences and embolden them to undertake the hard work of inclusion every day.

From leadership topics that address hiring and mentoring across differences, to team
discussions about mitigating bias and microaggressions, our goal is to equip organizations to
build culture that is inclusive and sustainable.

Cultural competency and strategic planning for DEI are vital to the success of building racially
equitable workspaces. Nicole’s workshops are driven by research and founded on real-life skills
that help participants create new patterns of thinking that make change possible.
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Leading in These Times: Diversity, Equity Inclusion in Challenging, Changing Times // As you are
looking at building equitable culture, you need to consider topics like shared language, bias,
microaggressions, managing challenging conversations, and more. How do we do this work to
strengthen our teams while also promoting positive culture transformation in our organization and
beyond. During this talk, we discuss the dynamics of these changing times and how you and your
team can harness these times for future success.

Equity & Inclusion: A Business Imperative // Making a business case for equity and inclusion in
organizations is one important way to engage internal and external stakeholders. Get the tools you
need to be able to convince naysayers and get to strategic action on all fronts—not just DEI—and use
DEI to improve overall business outcomes.

Developing DEI Committees // When developing a diversity, equity, and inclusion council for your
organization, there are many aspects to consider: who should be on it, how should it function, where
should the committee focus its efforts, what outcomes should be expected, etc. Let’s work on the
details together to help make your efforts a success.
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MEET NICOLE C. LEE, J.D.

Nicole Lee is an attorney and intuitive coach who contributes to movements in the U.S. and
abroad. Her excellence is known across both the private and public sectors.

Nicole is the founder of Nicole Lee Consulting, Inclusive Life, and the Black Movement Law
Project, a legal project that provides legal and strategy assistance to Movement for Black Lives
affiliates and human rights organizations.

Nicole served as the President of TransAfrica for almost a decade, and has earned the
accolades from Congressional Black Caucus, Vital Voices, Running Start, Black Women’s
Roundtable, and the National Newspapers Publishers Association, among others.

She has testified before Congress, the United Nations, and other international bodies, and has
been a commentator on CNN, MSNBC, NPR, and the BBC.

Download Headshots

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1x76U6VPf4pDB_Xm5KFb9uAGXt_-igKuj
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CONTACT INFORMATION

To secure Nicole Lee for your next conference or event, email info@leebayard.com.

LEARN MORE

For more information about Nicole Lee Consulting visit:
https://nicolelee.org

NICOLE C. LEE, J.D.
Nicole Lee Consulting

Founder

Lee Bayard Group, LLC
6218 Georgia Ave. N.W., Suite 32

Washington DC 20011

CONNECT WITH NICOLE

www.nicolelee.org

Connect on LinkedIn

mailto:info@leebayard.com
https://nicolelee.org
https://nicolelee.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nicole-lee-consulting-org/

